The main purpose of this paper is to prove that the extensions of a nilpotent block algebra and its Glauberman correspondent block algebra are Morita equivalent under an additional group-theoretic condition (see Theorem 1.6); in particular, Harris and Linckelman's theorem and Koshitani and Michler's theorem are covered (see Theorems 7.5 and 7.6). The ingredient to carry out our purpose is the two main results in Külshammer and Puig's work Extensions of nilpotent blocks; we actually revisited them, giving completely new proofs of both and slightly improving the second one (see Theorems 3.5 and 3.14).
1. Introduction 1.1. Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with an algebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p and a quotient field K of characteristic 0. In addition, K is also assumed to be big enough for all finite groups that we consider below. Let H be a finite group. We denote by Irr K (H) the set of all irreducible characters of H over K. Let A be another finite group and assume that there is a group homomorphism A → Aut(H). Such a group H with an A-action is called an A-group. We denote by H A the subgroup of all A-fixed elements in H. Clearly A acts on Irr K (H). We denote by Irr K (H) A the set of all A-fixed elements in Irr K (H). Assume that A is solvable and the order of A is coprime to the order of H. By [ The second author is supported by Program for New Century Excellent Talents in University and by NSFC (No. 11071091).
If
A is a q-group for some prime q, then for any χ ∈ Irr K (H) A , the corresponding irreducible character π(H, A)(χ) of G A is the unique irreducible constituent of Res H H A (χ) occurring with a multiplicity coprime to q. The character π(H, A)(χ) of H A is called the Glauberman correspondent of the character χ of H. moreover ,there is a perfect isometry (see [6] )
such that R b H (χ) = ±π(H, A)(χ) for any χ ∈ Irr K (H, b), where we denote by R K (H, b) and R K (H A , w (b)) the additive groups generated by Irr K (H, b) and Irr K (H A , w (b)). Such a block w (b) is called the Glauberman correspondent of b (see [26] ). Since a perfect isometry between blocks is often nothing but the character-theoretic 'shadow' of a derived equivalence, it seems reasonable to ask whether there is a derived equivalence between a block and its Glauberman correspondent. In the last few years, some Morita equivalences between b and w (b) were found in the cases where H is p-solvable or the defect groups of b are normal in H, which supply Glauberman correspondences from Irr K (H, b) to Irr K (H A , w (b)) (see [9] , [12] and [10] ); moreover, all these Morita equivalences between b and w (b) are basic in the sense of [20] .
1.3. By induction, the groups H and H A and the blocks b and w (b) in the main results of [9] , [12] and [10] can be reduced to the situation where, for some A-stable normal subgroup K of H , we have H = H A ·K , the block b is an H-stable block of K with trivial or central defect group, and the block w (b) is an H A -stable block of K A with trivial or central defect group. Recall that the block b of H is called nilpotent (see [18] ) if the quotient group N H (R ε )/C H (R) is a p-group for any local pointed group R ε on OHb. Blocks with trivial or central defect group are nilpotent and therefore in these situations OHb and O(H A )w (b) are extensions of the nilpotent block algebras OKb and OK A w (b) respectively. Külshammer and Puig already precisely described the algebraic structure of extensions of nilpotent block algebras (see [14] or Section 3 below) and these results can be applied to blocks of p-solvable groups (see [19] ) and to blocks with normal defect groups (see [24, 13] ). Thus, it is reasonable to seek a common generalization of the main results of [9, 12, 10] in the setting of extensions of nilpotent block algebras.
1.4. Let G be another finite A-group having H as an A-stable normal subgroup and consider the A-action on H induced by the A-group G. We assume that A stabilizes b and denote by N the stabilizer of b in G. Clearly N is A-stable. Set c = Tr G N (b) and α = {c} ; then the idempotent c is A-stable and α is an A-stable point of G on the group algebra OH (the action of G on OH is induced by conjugation). In particular, G α is a pointed group on OH. Let P be a defect group of G α ; then, by [14, Proposition 5.3 ], Q = P ∩ H is a defect group of the block b of H. We use pointed groups introduced by Lluis Puig. For more details on pointed groups, readers can see [15] or Paragraph 2.5 below. In Section 2, we introduce some notation and terminology. Section 3 revisits Külshammer and Puig's main results on extensions of nilpotent blocks; the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the finite group L (see [14, Theorem 1.8] and Theorem 3.5 below) is dramatically simplified; actually, Corollary 3.14 below slightly improves [14, Theorem 1.12] ; explicitly, S γ in Corollary 3.14 is unique up to determinant one. With the Glauberman correspondents of blocks due to Watanabe, in Section 4 we define Glauberman correspondents of extensions of blocks and compare the local structures of extensions of blocks and their Glauberman correspondents. By Puig's structure theorem of nilpotent blocks, there is a bijection between the sets of irreducible characters of the nilpotent block b of H and of its defect Q; in Section 5, for a suitable local point δ of Q , we prove that this bijection preserves N G (Q δ )-actions on these sets. As a consequence, we obtain an N G (Q δ )-stable irreducible character χ of H such that χ lifts the unique irreducible Brauer character of the nilpotent block b of H and that the Glauberman correspondent character π(H, A)(χ) lifts the unique irreducible Brauer character of the Glauberman correspondent block w (b) of H A (see Lemma 5.6).
Obviously, N stabilizes the unique simple module in the nilpotent block b of H; with this N -stable OHb-simple module, we construct an A-stable k * -groupN k (see 2.3 and 3.13 below); since N A stabilizes the unique simple module of the nilpotent block
constructed. In Section 6, we prove that N A k and (N k ) A are isomorphic as k * -groups (see Theorem 6.4) . In Section 7, we use the improved version of Külshammer and Puig's main result to prove our main theorem 1.6.
Notation and terminology
2.1. Throughout this paper, all O-modules are O-free finitely generated -except in 2.4 below; all O-algebras have identity elements, but their subalgebras need not have the same identity element. Let A be an Oalgebra; we denote by A • , A * , Z(A), J(A) and 1 A the opposite O-algebra of A , the multiplicative group of all invertible elements of A, the center of A, the radical of A and the identity element of A respectively. Sometimes we write 1 instead of 1 A . For any abelian group V , id V denotes the identity automorphism on V . Let B be an O-algebra; a homomorphism F : A → B of O-algebras is said to be an embedding if F is injective and we have
Let S be a set and G be a group acting on S. For any g ∈ G and s ∈ S, we write the action of g on s as s·g.
2.2.
Let X be a finite group. An X-interior O-algebra A is an O-algebra A endowed with a group homomorphism ρ : X → A * ; for any x, y ∈ X and a ∈ A, we write ρ(x)aρ(y) as x·a·y or xay if there is no confusion. Let ̺ : Y → X be a group homomorphism; the O-algebra A with the group homomorphism ρ • ̺ : Y → A * is an Y -interior O-algebra and we denote it by Res ̺ (A). Let A ′ be another X-interior O-algebra; an O-algebra homomorphism F : A → A ′ is said to be a homomorphism of X-interior O-algebras if for any x, y ∈ X and any a ∈ A, we have F(xay) = xF(a)y. The tensor product A O A ′ of A and A ′ is an X-interior O-algebra with the group homomorphism
Let Z be a subgroup of X and let B be an OZ-interior algebra. Obviously, the left and right multiplications by OZ on B define an (OZ, OZ)-bimodule structure on B. Set
and then this the (OX, OX)-bimodule Ind X Z (B) becomes an X-interior Oalgebra with the product
for any x, y, x ′ , y ′ ∈ X and any b, b ′ ∈ B , and with the homomorphism OX → Ind X Z (B) mapping x ∈ X onto y xy ⊗ 1 ⊗ y −1 , where y runs over a set of representatives for left cosets of Z in X.
2.3.
A k * -group with k * -quotient X is a groupX endowed with an injective group homomorphism θ : k * → Z(X) together with an isomorphism X/θ(k * ) ∼ = X; usually we omit to mention θ and the quotient X =X/θ(k * ) is called the k * -quotient ofX, writing λ·x instead of θ(λ)x for any λ ∈ k * and anyx ∈X. We denote byŶ the inverse image of Y inX for any subset Y of X and, if no precision is needed, we often denote byx some lifting of an element x ∈ X. We denote byX • the k * -group with the same underlying group X endowed with the group homomorphism θ −1 : k * → Z(X), λ → θ(λ) −1 . Let ϑ : Z → X be a group homomorphism; we denote by Res ϑ (X) the k * -group formed by the group of pairs (x, y) ∈X × Z such that ϑ(y) is the image ofx in X, endowed with the group homomorphism mapping λ ∈ k * on (θ(λ), 1); up to suitable identifications, Z is the k * -quotient of Res ϑ (X). LetÛ be another k * -group with k * -quotient U . A group homomorphism φ :X →Û is a homomorphism of k * -groups if φ(λ·x) = λ·φ(x) for any λ ∈ k * andx ∈X. For more details on k * -groups, please see [17, §5] .
2.4.
LetX be a k * -group with k * -quotient X. By [25, Charpter II, Proposition 8], there exists a canonical decomposition O * ∼ = (1 + J(O)) × k * , thus k * can be canonically regarded as a subgroup of O * . Set
where the left Ok * -module OX and the right Ok * -module O are defined by the left and right multiplication by k * onX and O * respectively. It is straightforward to verify that the O-module O * X is an O-algebra with the distributive multiplication (a 1 ⊗x 1 )(a 2 ⊗x 2 ) = a 1 a 2 ⊗x 1x2 for any a 1 , a 2 ∈ O and anyx 1 ,x 2 ∈X.
2.5.
Let A be an X-algebra over O; that is to say, A is endowed with a group homomorphism ψ : X → Aut(A), where Aut(A) is the group of all O-automorphisms of A ; usually, we omit to mention ψ . For any subgroup Y of X, we denote by A Y the O-subalgebra of all Y -fixed elements in A.
A pointed group Y β on A consists of a subgroup Y of X and of an (A Y ) * -conjugate class β of primitive idempotents of A Y . We often say that β is a point of Y on A. Obviously, X acts on the set of all pointed groups on A by the equality (Y β ) x = Y x ψ(x −1 )(β) and we denote by N X (Y β ) the stabilizer of Y β in X for any pointed group Y β on A. Another pointed group Z γ is said contained in Y β if Z ≤ Y and there exist some i ∈ β and j ∈ γ such that ij = ji = j. For a subgroup U of G, set
where V runs over the set of proper subgroups of U and A U V is the image of the relative trace map Tr
is called the Brauer homomorphism of the X-algebra A at U . When A is equal to the group algebra OX, the homomorphism kC X (U ) → A(U ) sending x ∈ C X (U ) onto the image of x in A(U ) is an isomorphism, through which we identify A(U ) with kC X (U ). A pointed group U γ on A is said local if the image of γ in A(U ) is not equal to {0} , which forces U to be a p-group; then, a local pointed group U γ is said a defect pointed group of a pointed group Y β on A if U γ ≤ Y β and we have β ⊂ Tr Z U (A U ·γ ·A U ), where A U ·γ ·A U is the ideal of A U generated by γ. Let c be a block of X ; then {c} is a point of X on OX and if P γ is a defect pointed group of X {c} then P is a defect group of c.
Extensions of nilpotent blocks revisited
In this section, we assume that O is a complete discrete valuation ring with an algebraically closed residue field of characteristic p.
3.1. Let G be a finite group, H be a normal subgroup of G and b be a block of H over O. Denote by N the stabilizer of b in G and setN = N/H. Obviously, β = {b} is a point of H and N on OH and there is a unique pointed group G α on OH such that
Let Q δ be a defect pointed group of H β and P γ be a defect pointed group of N β such that Q δ ≤ P γ ; by [14, Proposition 5.3] , we have Q = P ∩ H and, since we have [14, 1.7] OG Tr
it is easily checked that P γ is also a defect pointed group of G α [16, 1.12] . Assume that the block b is nilpotent; it follows from [14, Proposition 6.5] that b remains a nilpotent block of H ·R for any subgroup R of P , and from [14, Theorem 6.6 ] that there is a unique local point ε of R on OH such that R ε ≤ P γ .
3.2.
Set A = ON b and B = OHb . Choosing j ∈ δ and i ∈ γ such that ij = ji = j , we set
Then A γ is a P -interior algebra with the group homomorphism P → A * γ mapping u onto ui for any u ∈ P , B γ is a P -stable subalgebra of A γ and B δ is a Q-interior algebra with the group homomorphism Q → B * δ mapping v ∈ Q onto vj for any v ∈ Q. Clearly A is an N/H-graded algebra with thē x-component OHxb, wherex ∈ N/H and x is a representative ofx in N . Since i belongs to the 1-component B, A γ is an N/H-graded algebra with thex-component i(OHx)i.
3.3.
In [14] Külshammer and Puig describe the structure of any block of G lying over b in terms of a new finite group L which need not be involved in G [14, Theorem 1.8]. More explicitly, L is a group extension ofN by Q holding strong uniqueness properties. In order to prove these properties, in [14] the group L is exhibited inside a suitable O-algebra [14, Theorem 8.13], demanding a huge effort. But, as a matter of fact, these properties can be obtained directly from the so-called local structure of G over OHb , a fact that we only have understood recently. Then, with these uniqueness properties in hand, the second main result [14, Theorem 1.12] follows quite easily. With the notation and framework of [14] , we completely develop both new proofs.
3.4.
Denote by E (b,H,G) the category -called the extension category associated to G , H and b -where the objects are all the subgroups of P and, for any pair of subgroups R and T of P , the morphisms from T to R are the pairs (ψ x ,x) formed by an injective group homomorphism ψ x : T → R and an elementx ofN both determined by an element x ∈ N fulfilling T ν ≤ (R ε ) x where ε and ν are the respective local points of R and T on OH determined by P γ -in general, we should consider the (b, N )-Brauer pairs over the p-permutation N -algebra OHb [5, Definition 1.6 and Theorem 1.8] but, in our situation, they coincide with the local pointed groups over this N -algebra. The composition in E (b,H,G) is determined by the composition of group homomorphisms and by the product inN . Theorem 3.5. There is a triple formed by a finite group L and by two group homomorphisms
such that τ is injective, thatπ is surjective, that we have Ker(π) = τ (Q) andπ(τ (u)) =ū for any u ∈ P , and that these homomorphisms induce an equivalence of categories
the set of E-morphisms from T to R , and write E(R) instead of E(R, R) ; by the very definition of the category E , we have the exact sequence
it is clear that M contains P and that we have C H (Q) ∩ P = Z ; moreover, denoting by E P (Q) the image of P in E(Q) , it is easily checked from [14, Proposition 5.3 ] that E P (Q) is a Sylow p-subgroup of E(Q) .
We claim that the elementh induced by P in the second cohomology group H 2 (E P (Q), Z) belongs to the image of H 2 (E(Q), Z) . Indeed, according to in [7, Ch. XII, Theorem 10.1], it suffices to prove that, for any subgroup R of P containing Z and any (ϕ x ,x) ∈ E(Q) such that
the restriction res (ϕx,x) (h) ofh via the conjugation by (ϕ x ,x) and the element of H 2 (E R (Q), Z) determined by R coincide; actually, we may assume that R contains Q . Thus, x normalizes Q δ and inclusion 3.5.3 forces
in particular, respectively denoting by λ and µ the points of C H (Q)·P and Lemma 3.9] , by uniqueness we have
and, with the notation above, it follows from [14, Proposition 3.5] that P γ and R ε are defect pointed groups of the respective pointed groups (C H (Q)·P ) λ and (C H (Q)·R) µ ; consequently, there is z ∈ C H (Q) fulfilling R ε ≤ (P γ ) zx [15, Theorem 1.2] . That is to say, the conjugation by zx induces a group homomorphism R → P mapping Z onto Z and inducing the element (ψ zx , zx) of E(P, R) which extends (ϕ x ,x) , so that the map
In particular, the corresponding element of 
in particular, π determines a group homomorphismπ : L →N and, since τ is a group extension homomorphism, we getπ(τ (u)) =ū for any u ∈ P and may choose π in such a way that we have
for any y ∈ L and any v ∈ Q where π(y) = (ϕ x ,x) for some x ∈ N . Then, we claim that, up to a suitable modification of our choice of τ , the group L endowed with τ andπ fulfills the conditions above; setÊ = E (1,τ (Q),L) for short.
For any pair of subgroups R and T of P containing Q , since we have H ∩R = Q = H ∩T , denoting by ε and ν the respective local points of R and T such that P γ contains R ε and T ν , these local pointed groups contain Q δ and, in particular, any E-morphism
Thus, for any y ∈ L such that π(y) = (ϕ x ,x) , we have
more precisely, for any w ∈ T and any v ∈ Q , from equality 3.5.4 we get
Hence, for any w ∈ T and a suitable θ x (w) ∈ Z , we get
Conversely, since R and T have a unique (local) point on OQ , anŷ E-morphism from T to R induced by an element y of L determines an element π(y) = (ϕ x ,x) of E(Q) , for some x ∈ N , which still fulfills
thus, as above, x normalizes Q δ and this inclusion forces
Once again, respectively denoting by λ and µ the points of C H (Q)·R and
, and by ε and ν the local points of R and T on OH such that P γ contains R ε and T ν , it follows from [14, Proposition 3.5] that R ε and T ν are defect pointed groups of the respective pointed groups (C H (Q)·R) λ and (C H (Q)·T ) µ ; since by uniqueness we have
. That is to say, the conjugation by zx induces a group homomorphism ψ zx : T → R mapping Z onto Z and inducing the element (ψ zx , zx) of E(R, T ) which extends (ϕ x ,x) ; hence, as above, for any w ∈ T and a suitable θ y (w) ∈ Z we get 3.5.5 y τ (w θ y (w)) y −1 = τ (ψ zx (w)).
We claim that, for a suitable choice of τ , the elements θ x (w) and θ y (w) are always trivial; then, the equivalence of categories 3.5.2 will be an easy consequence of the above correspondences. Above, for any y ∈ L such that τ (T ) ⊂ τ (R) y we have found an element (ψ y ,π(y)) ∈ E(R, T ) lifting π(y) in such a way that, for any w ∈ T , we have
y for a suitable θ y (w) ∈ Z ; note that, according to equality 3.5.4, for any v ∈ Q we have θ y (v) = 1 , and whenever y belongs to τ (R) we may choose ψ y in such a way that θ y (w) = 1 .
In this situation, for any w, w ′ ∈ T , we get
and therefore, since τ is injective, we still get
in particular, for any z ∈ Z we have
In other words, the map θ y determines a Z-valued 1-cocycle from the imagẽ
Actually, the cohomology classθ y of this 1-cocycle does not depend on the choice of ψ y ; indeed, if another choice ψ ′ y determines θ ′ y : T → Z then we clearly have ψ ′ y (T ) = ψ y (T ) and, according to our argument above, there is z ∈ C H (Q) such that
where κ z : T → T denotes the conjugation by z ; actually, we still have
But, since T ν is a defect pointed group of (C H (Q)·T ) µ and, according to [4 
and we actually may assume that z belongs to Z .
In this case, it follows from equality 3.5.6 applied twice that
for any w ∈ T and, since θ y (zwz −1 ) = θ y (w) and τ is injective, we get
Consequently, denoting by T L the category where the objects are the subgroups of τ (P ) and the set of morphisms
is just the corresponding transporter in L , the correspondence sending an element y ∈ T L (τ (R), τ (T )) to the cohomology classθ y of θ y determines a mapθ
Moreover, if U is a subgroup of P containing Q and t an element of L fulfilling τ (U ) ⊂ τ (T ) t , as above we can choose (ψ t ,π(t)) ∈ E(T, U ) lifting π(t) in such a way that, for any u ∈ U , we have
for a suitable θ t (u) ∈ Z ; then, the composition (ψ y ,π(y)) • (ψ t ,π(t)) lifts π(yt) and, for any u ∈ U , we may assume that (cf. 3.5.4)
finally, since τ is injective, using additive notation in Z we get
Hence, denoting byt the image of t in Aut(Q) and by ψt :Ũ →T and Z(t) : Z ∼ = Z the corresponding group homomorphisms, we get the 1-cocycle condition
in particular, since θ y (w) = 0 whenever y ∈ τ (R) , it is easily checked from this condition thatθ y only depends on the class of y in the exterior quotient
Thus, respectively denoting byL ,R ,T andP the images of L , τ (R) , τ (T ) and τ (P ) in Aut(Q) , the mapθ R,T above admits a factorizatioñ
That is to say, let us consider the exterior quotientTL of the category TL and the contravariant functor
to the category of Abelian groups Ab mappingT on H 1 (T , Z) ; then, identifying theTL-morphismỹ ∈TL(R,T ) with the obviousTL-chain ∆ 1 −→TL -the functor from the category ∆ 1 , formed by the objects 0 and 1 and a nonidentity morphism 0 • 1 from 0 to 1 , mapping 0 on T , 1 on R and 0 • 1 onỹ -the familyθ = {θỹ}ỹ , whereỹ runs over the set of all theTL-morphisms, defines a 1-cocycle fromTL to h 1 Z since equalities 3.5.7 guarantee that the differential map sendsθ to zero.
We claim that this 1-cocycle is a 1-coboundary; indeed, for any subgroupR ofP , choose a set of representativesXR ⊂L for the set of double classesP \L/R and, for anyñ ∈XR , setRñ =R ∩ Pñ , consider thẽ TL-morphismsñ :Rñ →P andĩR Rñ :Rñ →R respectively determined byñ and by the trivial element ofL , and denote by
the corresponding transfer homomorphism [7, Ch. XII, §8]; then, settinḡ
we claim that, for anyỹ ∈TL(R,T ) , we have
Indeed, note that h 1 Z (ỹ) is the composition of the restriction via thẽ TL-morphismĩR
determined by the trivial element of L , with the conjugation determined byỹ , which we denote by h 1 Z (ỹ * ) ; thus, by the corresponding Mackey equalities [7, Ch. XII, Proposition 9.1], we get
where, for anyñ ∈ XR , the subsetỸñ ⊂R is a set of representatives for the set of double classesRñ\R/ỹTỹ −1 and, for anyr ∈Ỹñ , we consider thẽ TL-morphisms r :Pñr ∩ỹTỹ −1 −→Rñ andrỹ :Pñrỹ ∩T −→Rñ .
Moreover, settingm =ñrỹ forñ ∈XR andr ∈Ỹñ , since we assume that θr = 0 , it follows from equality 3.5.7 that
In particular, for any subgroupR ofP , we get
and the elementσP ∈ H 1 (P , Z) can be lifted to a 1-cocycle σP :P → Z which determines a group automorphism σ : P ∼ = P mapping u ∈ P on u σP (ũ) whereũ denotes the image of u inP ; moreover, according to equality 3.5.8, in 3.5.5 we may choose
Hence, replacing τ byτ = τ • σ , the maps π andτ still fulfill the conditons above and, for any w ∈ T , in equality 3.5.6 we get
y so that, as announced, we obtain τ (ψ y (w)) y =τ (w) .
In conclusion, we get a functor fromÊ to E mapping anyÊ-morphism
induced by an element y of L , where κ y denotes the corresponding conjugation by y which actually fulfillsτ (Q·T ) ≤ (τ (Q·R)) y , on the E-morphism
where ψ y : T → R is the group homomorphism determined by the equalitŷ
τ R andτ T denoting the respective restrictions ofτ to R and T ; indeed, it is clear that this correspondence maps the composition ofÊ-morphisms on the corresponding composition of E-morphisms. Moreover, it is clear that this functor is faithful, and it follows from our argument above that any
Moreover, for another triple L ′ , τ ′ andπ ′ fulfilling the above conditions, the corresponding equivalences of categories 3.5.2 induce an equivalence of categories
in particular, we have a group homomorphism
and we claim that Lemma 3.6 below applies to the finite groups L and L ′ , with the Sylow
, for any u ∈ P , clearly lifts the restriction ofσ and it is easily checked from the equivalence 3.5.9 that it fulfills condition 3.6.1 below. Consequently, the last statement immediately follows from this lemma. We are done.
Assume that, for a Sylow p-subgroup P of L , there exists a group homomorphism τ : P → M lifting the restriction ofσ to P and fulfilling the following condition 3.6.1 For any subgroup R of P and any x ∈ L such that R x ⊂ P , there is y ∈ M such thatσ(x) =ȳ and τ (u x ) = τ (u) y for any u ∈ R .
Then, there is a group homomorphism σ : L → M liftingσ and extending τ . Moreover, if σ ′ : L → M is a group homomorphism which liftsσ and extends τ , then there is
Proof: It is clear thatσ determines an action of L on Z and it makes sense to consider the cohomology groups H n (L, Z) and 
is injective [7, Ch. XII, Theorem 10.1], we also get
and therefore there is a group homomorphism σ : L → M liftingσ .
At this point, the difference between τ and the restriction of σ to P defines a 1-cocycle θ : P → Z and, for any subgroup R of P and any x ∈ L such that R x ⊂ P , it follows from condition 3.6.1 that, for a suitable y ∈ M fulfillingȳ =σ(x) , for any u ∈ R we have
consequently, since the map sending u ∈ R to (yσ(x)
is a 1-coboundary, the cohomology classθ of θ is L-stable, and it follows again from [7, Ch. XII, Theorem 10.1] that it is the restriction of a suitable elementη ∈ H 1 (L, Z) ; then, it suffices to modify σ by a representative ofη to get a new group homomorphism σ ′ : L → M liftingσ and extending τ .
so that we have σ ′ (x) = σ(x) z for any x ∈ L . We are done.
3.7.
Since Q normalizes a unitary full matrix O-subalgebra T of B δ such that [18, Theorem 1.6]
the action of Q on T admits a unique lifting to a group homomorphism [18,
hence, we have
and therefore B δ admits a unique two-sided ideal n δ such that, considering B δ /n δ as a Q-interior O-algebra, there is an isomorphism [18, 2.8] and the ideal n δ determine a two-sided ideal n of B such that S = B/n is also a full matrix O-algebra. Proof: Since we have N = H ·N G (Q δ ) , for the first statement we may consider x ∈ N G (Q δ ) ; then, denoting by σ x the automorphism of Q induced by the conjugation by x , it is clear that the isomorphism
of Q-interior algebras mapping a ∈ B on a x induces a commutative diagram of exterior homomorphisms of Q-interior algebras [18, 2.8]
moreover, the uniqueness of n δ clearly implies that this ideal is stabilized by (f x ) δ ; consequently, n is still stabilized byf x .
3.9. In particular, N acts on the full matrix O-algebra S and therefore the action on S of any element x ∈ N can be lifted to a suitable s x ∈ S * ; thus, setting r = rank O (S) , denoting byH the image of H in S * and considering a finite extension O ′ of O containing the group U of |H|-th roots of unity and the r-th roots of det S (s x ) for any x ∈ N , since r divides |H| , the pull-back
determines a central extensionN of N by U , which clearly does not depend on the choice of O ′ ; moreover, the inclusion H ≤ N and the structural group homomorphism H → (O ′ ⊗ O S) * induces an injective group homomorphism H →N with an image which is a normal subgroup ofŇ and has a trivial intersection with the image of U -we identify this image with H and set N =N /H . We will consider the H-interior N -algebras (see [21, 2.1 
and note that O ′ ⊗Â actually has anN -interior algebra structure.
3.10.
On the other hand, since b is also a nilpotent block of the group H ·P , it is easily checked that [18, 1.9] 
S γ is actually a Dade P -algebra -namely, a full matrix P -algebra over O where P stabilizes an O-basis containing the unity element -such that rank O (S γ ) ≡ 1 mod p, and the action of P on S γ can be uniquely lifted to a group homomorphism P → Ker(det Sγ ) [18, 1.8] , so that isomorphism 3.10.1 becomes
Proposition 3.11. With the notation above, the structural homomorphism B γ → S γ of P -algebras is a strict semicovering.
Proof: It follows from isomorphism 3.10.2 that the canonical homomorphism of P -algebras
admits a P -algebra section mapping s ∈ S γ on the image of s ⊗ 1 by the inverse of that isomorphism, which proves that the P -interior algebra homomorphism 3.11.1 is a covering [18, 4.14 and Example 4.25]; thus, since the inclusion map OH → O(H ·P ) is a semicovering of P -algebras, the canonical homomorphism of P -algebras 
hence, denoting byγ the local point of P over (S γ ) • ⊗ O B γ determined by γ , the image ofγ in (S γ ) • ⊗ O S γ is contained in the corresponding local point of P and therefore we get a strict semicovering homomorphism [18, 5.7 ]
of P -algebras; that is to say, anyî ∈γ is actually a primitive idempotent inB and therefore, for any local pointed group Rε overB contained in Pγ , it also belongs toε ; in particular, denoting byδ the local point of Q over (S γ ) • ⊗ O B γ determined by δ , we clearly haveBδ =îBî ∼ = OQ (cf. 3.7.1).
3.13. As in [14, 2.11], we consider the P -interior algebraÂγ =îÂî ; since A is an N/H-graded algebra,Âγ is also an N/H-graded algebra. On the other hand, since O ′ /J(O ′ ) ∼ = k , we get a group homomorphism ̟ : U → k * and, setting ∆ ̟ (U ) = {(̟(ξ), ξ −1 )} ξ∈U , we obtain the obvious k * -group
then, with the notation of Theorem 3.5, we set [17, 5.7] 3.13.
thus, O * L • becomes a P -interior algebra via the liftingτ : P →L • of the group homomorphism τ : P → L , and it has an obvious L/τ (Q)-graded algebra structure. The group homomorphismπ induces a group isomorphism L/τ (Q) ∼ = N/H, through which we identify L/τ (Q) and N/H , so that O * L • becomes an N/H-graded algebra.
Theorem 3.14. With the notation above, we have a P -interior and N/H-
Proof: Choosingî ∈γ , we consider the groups
it is clear that Z is a normal Abelian p ′ -divisible subgroup of M , and we setM = M/Z . In order to apply Lemma 3.6, let R be a subgroup of P and y an element of L such that τ (R) ≤ τ (P ) y ; since τ (Q) is normal in L , we actually may assume that R contains Q . According to the equivalence of categories 3.5.2, denoting by ε the unique local point of R on B fulfilling R ε ≤ P γ [14, Theorem 6.6], there is x y ∈ N such that 3.14.1 x y =π(y) , R ε ≤ (P γ ) xy and τ ( xy v) = y τ (v) for any v ∈ R ; in particular, x y normalizes Q δ .
By Proposition 3.11, a local pointed group R ε on B such that
determines a local pointed group Rε on S through the composition ≤ Pγ or, equivalently, Rε ≤ (Pγ) xy ; moreover, since δ is the unique local point of Q such that Q δ is contained in P γ , again by [18, Proposition 5.6] we can easily conclude that x y stabilizes Qδ .
In particular, since the image ofî xy inB(Rε) is not zero [14, 2.7] and sinceî is primitive inB ,î xy belongs toε and therefore, sinceî also belongs toε , there isâ y ∈ (B R ) * such thatî xy =îâ y ; choose s y ∈ S * lifting the action of x y on S and setx y = s y ⊗ x y , so that we havê yî determines an element m y of M . We claim that the imagem y of m y inM only depends on y ∈ L and that, in the case where R ε = Q δ , this correspondence determines a group homomorphism
Indeed, if x ′ ∈ N still fulfills conditions 3.14.1 then we necessarily have x ′ = x y z for some z ∈ C H (R) and therefore it suffices to choose the element a y ·z of (B R ) * in the definition above. On the other hand, ifâ ′ ∈ (B R ) * still fulfillsîx y =îâ ′ then we clearly haveâ ′ =ĉâ y for someĉ ∈ (B R ) * centralizingî , so thatĉî belongs to (îBî) Q ; hence, the image ofx yâ
inM coincides withm y . Moreover, in the case where R ε = Q δ , for any element y ′ in L we clearly can choosex yy ′ =x yxy ′ ; then, we havê
and therefore, sinceâ y ′ (â y )x y ′ still belongs to (B Q ) * , we clearly can choosê a yy ′ =â y ′ (â y )x y ′ , so that we get
which implies thatm yy ′ =m ymy ′ . This proves our claim. In particular, for any u ∈ P , we can choose x τ (u) = u andâ τ (u) = 1 ; moreover, since the action of P on S γ can be lifted to a unique group homomorphism ̺ : P → Ker(det Sγ ) [18, 1.8], we may choosex τ (u) = ̺(u) ⊗ u ; then, it is clear that the correspondence τ * mapping τ (u) on the image of (̺(u) ⊗ u)î in M defines a group homomorphism from τ (P ) ≤ L to M lifting the corresponding restriction ofσ .
Finally, we claim that τ * fulfills condition 3.6.1; indeed, coming back to the general inclusion τ (R) ≤ τ (P ) y above, we clearly haveσ(y) =m y and, according to the right-hand equalities in 3.14.1, for any v ∈ R we get
Consequently, it follows from Lemma 3.6 thatσ can be lifted to a group homomorphism σ : L → M extending τ * ; moreover, the inverse image of σ(L) in N (îÂî) * (Q·î) is a k * -group which is clearly contained in
hence, according to definition 3.13.1, σ still can be lifted to a k * -group homomorphismσ :
mapping τ (u) on u·î for any u ∈ P ; hence, we get a P -interior and N/Hgraded algebra homomorphism
We claim that homomorphism 3.14.2 is an isomorphism. Indeed, denoting by X ≤ N G (Q δ ) a set of representatives forN = N/H , it is clear that we have A = x∈X x·B and therefore we still havê
moreover, choosing as above an elementâ x ∈ (B Q ) * such thatî x =îâ x , it is clear that (s x ⊗ x)â −1 xB = (s x ⊗ x)B for any x ∈ X and therefore we get
thus, since we know thatîBî ∼ = OQ and that L/τ (Q) ∼ =N , denoting by Y ≤ L a set of representatives for L/τ (Q) and byŷ a lifting of y ∈ Y toL , we still getÂγ ∼ = y∈Yσ (ŷ) OQ which proves that homomorphism 3.14.2 is an isomorphism.
Corollary 3.15. With the notation above, we have a P -interior and N/Hgraded algebra isomorphism
Proof: SinceÂ = S • ⊗ O A and we have a P -interior algebra embedding 
moreover, since the unity element is primitive in (S γ ) P and the kernel of the canonical homomorphism
is contained in the radical, the unity element is primitive in (S γ ⊗ O OQ) P too; since P has a unique local point over 
Extensions of Glauberman correspondents of blocks
In this section, we continue to use the notation in Paragraph 3.1, namely O is a complete discrete valuation ring with an algebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p ; moreover we assume that its quotient field K has characteristic 0 and is big enough for all finite groups that we will consider; this assumption is kept throughout the rest of this paper.
4.1.
Let A be a cyclic group of order q, where q is a power of a prime. Assume that G is an A-group, that H is an A-stable normal subgroup of G and that b is A-stable. Note that, in this section, b is not necessarily nilpotent. Assume that A and G have coprime orders; by [15, Theorem 1.2], G acts transitively on the set of all defect groups of G α and, obviously, A also acts on this set; hence, since A and G have coprime orders, by [11, Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9] A stabilizes some defect group of G α and G A acts transitively on the set of them. Similarly, A stabilizes some defect group of N β and N A acts transitively on the set of them. Thus, we may assume that A stabilizes P ≤ N and actually we ssume that A centralizes P ; recall that Q = P ∩ H.
4.2.
Clearly H A is normal in G A . We claim that N A is the stabilizer of w (b) in G A . Indeed, for any x ∈ G A , b x is a block of H and Q x is a defect group of b x ; since A stabilizes b x and centralizes Q x , w (b x ) makes sense. Note that G acts on Irr K (H) , that G A acts on Irr K (H A ) and that the Glauberman correspondence π(G, A) is compatible with the obvious actions of G A on Irr K (H) and Irr K (H A ). So we have
in particular, we get w (b x ) = w (b) x and therefore we have w (b) x = w (b) if and only if x belongs to N A . We set
and any defect group of (N A ) w (β) is a defect group of (G A ) w (α) .
4.3.
Let B and w (B) be the respective sets of A-stable blocks of G covering b and of G A covering w (b) . Take e ∈ B ; since P is a defect group of G α and c fulfills ec = e, e has a defect group contained in P and therefore, since A centralizes P , e has a defect group centralized by A ; hence, by [26, Proposition 1 and Theorem 1], w (e) makes sense and A stabilizes all the characters in Irr K (G, e) ; that is to say, A stabilizes all the characters of blocks in B. Moreover, by [11, Theorem 13 .29], w (e) belongs to w (B).
Proposition 4.4. The map w : B → w (B), e → w (e) is bijective and we have
Proof. Assume that g ∈ B and w (e) = w (g) ; then there exist χ ∈ Irr K (G, e) and φ ∈ Irr K (G, g) such that π(G, A)(χ) = π(G, A)(φ); but this contradicts the bijectivity of the Glauberman correspondence. Therefore the map w is injective. Take h ∈ w (B) ; then h covers w (b) and so there exist ζ ∈ Irr K (G A , h) and η ∈ Irr K (H A , w (b)) such that η is a constituent of Res
by [11, Theorem 13 .29], ϑ is a constituent of Res G H (θ) ; let l be the block of G acting as the identity map on a KG-module affording θ ; then l covers b and we have w (l) = h. Finally, we have
Proposition 4.5. P is a defect group of the pointed group (G A ) w (α) .
Proof. It suffices to show that P is a defect group of (N A ) w (β) (cf. 3.1); thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that G = N . Obviously, A stabilizes P ·H and b is the unique block of P ·H covering the block b of H ; since P is a defect group of G α and N β , P is maximal in N such that Br OH P (b) = 0 ; thus P is maximal in P ·H such that Br O(P ·H) P (b) = 0 ; therefore P is a defect group of b as a block of P ·H. Since A centralizes P , the Glauberman correspondent b ′ of b as a block of P ·H makes sense; moreover by 
4.6.
We may assume that A stabilizes P γ ; then A stabilizes Q δ too (see [14, Proposition 5.5] ). Let R be a subgroup such that Q ≤ R ≤ P and R ε a local pointed group on OH contained in P γ . Since A stabilizes P γ and centralizes P , A centralizes R and then, by [ 
Proof. By [21, Proposition 2.8], the inclusion map OH ֒→ O(P ·H) is actually a strict semicovering P ·H-algebra homomorphism; hence, γ determines a unique local point γ ′ of P on O(P ·H) such that γ ⊂ γ ′ . Obviously, b is a block of P ·H. Since β is also a point of P ·H on OH and P γ is also a defect pointed group of the pointed group (P ·H) β on OH, by [14, Corollary 6.3] P γ ′ is a defect pointed group of the pointed group (P ·H) β on O(P ·H).
Let b γ ′ be the block of C P ·H (P ) such that 
, which implies that
hence, by Proposition 4.5, P w (γ) is a defect pointed group of (G A ) w (α) . The statement that Q w (δ) is a defect pointed group of (H A ) {w (b)} is clear.
Lemma 4.8. Let R ε and T η be local pointed groups on B such that R is normal in T and that we have Q δ ≤ R ε ≤ P γ and Q δ ≤ T η ≤ P γ . Then, we have R ε ≤ T η if and only if we have
Proof. Obviously, B is a p-permutation P ·H-algebra (see [5, Assume that R ε ≤ T η ; then, there are h ∈ η and l ∈ ε such that hl = l = lh ; thus, we have and from [5, Theorem 1.8] that we have Br
Let R be a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0, π be a finite set of prime numbers such that lR = R for all l ∈ π , and X and Y be finite groups with X acting on Y . We consider the group algebra RY and set
where c runs over all central primitive idempotents of RY . Obviously, X acts on Z id (RY ) and, in the case that X is a solvable π-group, Lluis Puig exhibes a R-algebra homomorphism Gl
, which unifies the usual Brauer homomorphism and the Glauberman correspondence of characters -called the Brauer-Glauberman correspondence.
Proposition 4.9. Let R ε and T η be local pointed groups on B such that Q δ ≤ R ε ≤ P γ and that Q δ ≤ T η ≤ P γ . Then R ε ≤ T η and R w (ε) ≤ T w (η) are equivalent to each other.
Proof. By induction we can assume that R is normal and maximal in T ; in particular, the quotient T /R is cyclic. In this case, it follows from Lemma 4.8 that the inclusion R w (ε) ≤ T w (η) is equivalent to 4.9.1 Br
Let Z be the ring of all rational integers and S be the complement set of pZ ∪ qZ in Z ; then S is a multiplicatively closed set in Z. We take the localization S −1 Z of Z at S and regard it as a subring of K ; since we assume that K is big enough for all finite groups we consider, we can assume that K contains an |H|-th primitive root ω of unity and we set
Then R is a Dedekind domain (see [2, Example 2 in Page 96 and Exercise 1 in Page 99]) and given a prime l, we have lR = R if and only if l = p or l = q. We consider the group algebra RC H (R) and the obvious action of
Since R contains an |H|-th primitive unity root ω, the blocks b ε , b η , w (b ε ) and w (b η ) respectively belong to
(see [8, Charpter IV, Lemma 7.2]); then, by [21, Corollary 5.9], we have
If R ε ≤ T η , by Lemma 4.8 we have the equality
which is equivalent to Gl 
which is equivalent again to equality 4.9.1 above (see [21, 4.6 .1 and the proof of Corollary 3.6] and therefore it implies R w (ε) ≤ T w (η) . The prove that R w (ε) ≤ T w (η) implies R ε ≤ T η is similar.
4.10.
The assumptions and consequences above are very scattered; we collect them in this paragraph, so that readers can easily find them and we can conveniently quote them later. Let A be a cyclic group of order q, where q is a prime number; we assume that G is an A-group, that H is an A-stable normal subgroup of G , that b is A-stable, that A centralizes P and stabilizes P γ , and that A and G have coprime orders. Without loss of generality, we may assume that P ≤ N . Then, A centralizes Q and stabilizes Q δ , so that the Glauberman correspondent w (b) of the block b makes sense; moreover, the block w (b) determines two pointed group (N A ) w (β) and (G A ) w (α) such that (N A ) w (β) ≤ (G A ) w (α) (see them in Paragraph 4.2)., and the local pointed groups P γ and Q δ determine respective defect pointed groups P w (γ) and Q w (δ) of (G A ) w (α) and (H A ) w (β) (see Paragraph 4.6 and Proposition 4.7); actually, by Proposition 4.9, we have Q w (δ) ≤ P w (γ) . Take w (i) ∈ w (γ) and w (j) ∈ w (δ) , and set
then, (OG A ) w (γ) is a P -interior and (N A /H A )-graded algebra; moreover, the Q-interior algebra (OH A ) w (δ) with the group homomorphism
is a source algebra of the block algebra OH A w (b) (see [15] ).
A Lemma
From now on, we use the notation and assumption in Paragraphs 3.1, 3.2 and 4.10; in particular, we assume that the block b of H is nilpotent. Obviously, N G (Q δ ) acts on Irr K (H, b) and Irr K (Q) via the corresponding conjugation conjugation. Since b is nilpotent, there is an explicit bijection between Irr K (H, b) and Irr K (Q) (see [27, Theorem 52.8]) ; in this section, we will show that this bijection is compatible with the N G (Q δ )-actions; our main purpose is to obtain Lemma 5.6 below as a consequence of this compatibility.
5.1.
For any x ∈ N G (Q δ ), xjx −1 belongs to δ and thus there is some invertible element a x ∈ B Q such that xjx −1 = a x ja −1
x ; let us denote by X the set of all elements (a −1 x x)j such that a x is invertible in B Q and we have xjx −1 = a x ja −1 x when x runs over N G (Q δ ). Set
then, the following equality
shows that X is a group with respect to the multiplication and it is easily checked that Q·(B Q δ ) * is normal in X and that the map
5.2.
We denote by Y the set of all such elements a −1 x x when x runs over N G (Q δ ) and a x over the invertible element of B Q such that a −1 x x commutes with j. As in 5.1, it is easily checked that Y is a group with respect to the multiplication (a
that Y normalizes Q·((OH) Q ) * and that the map
sending the coset of x ∈ N G (Q δ ) to the coset of a −1 x x in the right-hand quotient is a group isomorphism. 
Similarly, X acts on J and this action of X on J induces an action of E G (Q δ ) on J through isomorphism 5.1.1. But, by [15, Corollary 3.5] , the functor M → j ·M is an equivalence between the categories of finitely generated B-and B δ -modules, which induces a bijection between the sets I and J. Then, since Y commutes with j and the map Y −→ X , y → yj is a group homomorphism, it is easily checked that this bijection is compatible with the actions of E G (Q δ ) on I and J.
5.4.
Recall that (cf. 3.7)
where T = End O (W ) for an endo-permutation OQ-module W such that the determinant of the image of any element of Q in is one; in this case, the OQ-module W with these properties is unique up to isomorphism. Then, for any simple K ⊗ O B δ -module V there is a KQ-module V W , unique up to isomorphism, such that
determines a bijection between J and the set of isomorphism classes of all simple KQ-modules. Now, the composition of this bijection with the bijection between isomorphism classes in 5.3 is a bijection from I to the set of isomorphism classes of all simple KQ-modules; translating this bijection to characters, we obtain a bijection
let us denote by χ ∈ Irr K (H, b) the image ofthe trivial character of Q .
5.5.
Moreover, the N G (Q δ )-conjugation induces an action of E G (Q δ ) on the set of isomorphism classes of all simple KQ-modules and we claim that, for any simple K ⊗ O B δ -module V and anyx ∈ E G (Q δ ) , we have a KQmodule isomorphism
in particular, bijection 5.4.2 is compatible with the actions of E G (Q δ ) on J and on the set of isomorphism classes of simple KQ-modules. Indeed, let x be a lifting ofx in N G (Q δ ) and denote by ϕ x the isomorphism
take a lifting y = a −1 x xj ofx in X through isomorphism 5.1.1; since the conjugation by y stabilizes B δ , the map
is a Q-interior algebra isomorphism; then, by [18, Corollary 6.9] , we can modify y with a suitable element of (B Q δ ) * in such a way that f y stabilizes T ; in this case, the restriction of f y to T has to be inner and thus we have W ∼ = Res fy (W ) as T-modules. Moreover, since the action of Q on T can be uniquely lifted to a Q-interior algebra structure such that the determinant of the image of any u ∈ Q in T is one, f y also stabilizes the image of Q in T ; more precisely, f y maps the image of u ∈ Q onto the image of ϕ x (u) . The claim follows. 
A k
where we are setting ∆ −1 (U A ) = {(ξ −1 , ξ)} ξ∈U A ; moreover, according to [21, Remark 4.17] , this isomorphism is defined by a sequence of Brauer homomorphisms -in different characteristics -and, in particular, it is quite clear that it maps any y ∈ H ≤N A in the classes of (1, y) in the righthand member, so that isomorphism 6.3.1 induces a new extension group 
Consequently, denoting by ̟
) =ū for any u ∈ P , that Ker(π A ) = τ A (Q) and that they induce an equivalence of categories
Similarly, we et L A = resπA( N A k ) and denote by τ A : P → L A the lifting of τ A ; then, by Corollary 3.15, there is a P -interior full matrix algebra w (S γ ) such that we have an isomorphism
of both P -interior and N A /H A -graded algebras.
Proof. For any subgroups R and T of P containing Q, let us denote by
, by [11, Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9] each morphism in E (b, H, G) (R, T ) is induced by some element in N A ; moreover, if T ν and R ε are local pointed groups contained in P γ , it follows from Proposition 4.9 that we have T ν ≤ (R ε ) x for some x ∈ N A if and only if we have T w (ν) ≤ (R w (ε) ) x . Therefore, we get
At this point, it is easy to check that L, τ andπ fulfill the conditions in Theorem 3.5 with respect to G A , H A and the nilpotent block w (b). Then this lemma follows from the uniqueness part in Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 7.3. Assume that G = H ·G A . Then there is a k * -group isomorphismσ : L A ∼ =L lifting σ and fulfillingσ • τ A =τ . In particular, we have
Proof. The first statement is an easy consequence of 6.3 and Lemma 7.2; then, the last equality follows from Corollary 3.15.
7.4. Proof of Theorem 1.6. Firstly we consider the case where the block b of H is not stabilized by G ; then we have an isomorphism
of OG-interior algebras mapping 1 ⊗ a ⊗ 1 onto a for any a ∈ ON b and an isomorphism Ind which actually admits a section too. Now, denoting by K the inverse image in G × G A of the "diagonal" subgroup of (G/H) × (G A /H A ) , we claim that the product by K stabilizes the image of M in D , so that M can be extended to an OK-module. Actually, we have
so that it suffices to prove that the image of M is stable by multiplication by ∆(N G A (Q δ )) . Given x ∈ N G A (Q δ ), there are some invertible elements a x ∈ (OH) Q and b x ∈ (O(H A )) Q such that and therefore a −1 x x and b −1 x x respectively centralize j and w(j) , so that a −1
x xj and b −1 x xw(j) respectively belong to (OG) δ and to (OG A ) w(δ) ; but, according to isomorphisms 7.4.1 and 7.1.1, we have G/H-and G A /H A -graded isomorphisms (OG) 
where we are setting w(S δ ) = w(j)w(S γ )w(j) . Hence, identifying with each other both members of these isomorphisms and modifying if necessary our choice of a x , for some s x ∈ S δ , t x ∈ w(S δ ) andŷ x ∈L • , we get Thus, setting w(V δ ) = w(j)w(V γ ) , for any a ∈ (OH)j , any b ∈ (OH A )w(j) , any v ∈ V δ and any w ∈ w(V δ ) , in D we have which is actually an isomorphism as it is easily checked. We are done.
The following theorem is due to Harris and Linckelmann (see [9] ). Theorem 7.5. Let G be an A-group and assume that G is a finite psolvable group and A is a solvable group of order prime to |G|. Let b be an A-stable block of G over O with a defect group P centralized by A and denote by w The following theorem is due to Koshitani and Michler (see [12] ). Theorem 7.6. Let G be an A-group and assume that A is a solvable group of order prime to |G|. Let b be an A-stable block of G over O with a defect group P centralized by A and denote by w (b) the Glauberman correspondent of the block b. Assume that P is normal in G. Then, the block algebras OGb and O(G A )w (b) have isomorphic source algebras.
Proof. Since P is normal in G, by [1, 2.9] there is a block b P of C G (P ) such that b = Tr G G b P (b P ), where G b P is the stabilizer of b P in G. Since A and G have coprime orders, by [11, Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9], b P can be chosen such that A stabilizes b P . Since P is the unique defect group of b, P has to be contained in G b P ; then by [14, Proposition 5.3] , the intersection Z(P ) = P ∩ C G (P ) is the defect group of b P and, in particular, b P is nilpotent. Thus the block OGb is an extension of the nilpotent block algebra O(P ·C G (P ))b P and, in particular, we haveN ∼ = E G (P γ ) .
The Glauberman correspondent of b P makes sense and by [26, Proposition 4], we have
(w (b P )) .
Since w (b P ) has defect group Z(P ), it is also nilpotent and thus O(G A )w (b) is an extension of the nilpotent block algebra O(P ·C G A (P ))w (b P ) ; once again, we haveN A ∼ = E G A (P w(γ) ) .
On the other hand, since P is normal in G , it follows from [17, Proposition 14.6] that (OG) γ ∼ = O * (P ⋊Ê G (P γ )) and (OG A ) w(γ) ∼ = O * (P ⋊Ê G A (P w(γ) )) ;
but, it follows from 6.3 that we have a k * -group isomorphism
We are done.
